Abstract-In this paper, we will show how parameter set estimation (PSE) can be applied to nonlinear systems. Parameter set estimation identifies a set of estimates which are feasible with respect to the measured data and a priori information. This set of parameters, feasible for the given model structure, can then be used for system tracking or robust control designs. For application to robust control, it is important that the size of this set be as small as possible. In order to apply parameter set estimation techniques to a nonlinear system, the system function is expressed in a tensor parameterization which is linear in the parameters (LP). Then it is shown how an o p timum volume ellipsoid strategy for linear time invariant systems can be extended to this tensor parameterization of a nonlinear system. The methodology is illustrated via an example which uses data obtained from an operating glass furnace.
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I. Introduction
This work deals with the topic of parametric system identification for systems known to possess nonlinear dynamics. describable by ordinary differential equations. A particular case of nonlinear modeling called black-box modeling occurs when no physical insight can be used a priori to guide the model builder. One such method for black-box model identification, heretofore only developed for linear systems, is parameter set estimation. If the structural form of the describing differential equation is known, parameter estimation algorithms can be applied directly to estimate the unknown parameters. When little a priori information is available and the process is treated as a black-box, the usual approach is to expand the input/output relationship using a suitable model r e p resentation, which usually is selected to be nonlinear in the input and output variables but linear in the parameters (LP). This paper investigates the use of parameter set estimation with models which are nonlinear but LP. From a control perspective, PSE is advantageous for the application of robust control designs, as discussed in [l] . PSE has the desirable characteristic that the 'true' parameter always will be contained in the feasible parameter set. In general, this feasible set is irregular, and several ways of characterizing (usually overbounding) this irregular set have been investigated in the literature. In [2] , Cheung developed an optimal volume ellipsoid algorithm for time invariant auto-regressive with exogenous input (ARX) models. A contribution of this paper is the d e velopment of a modified version of this algorithm for use with nonlinear LP models.
The key to joining the optimal volume ellipsoid algorithm with nonlinear LP models is the use of power series techniques to expand the functional representation of the nonlinear dynamical system. The expansion is based upon a Taylor series, which assumes existence of successive abstract derivatives. One difficulty which often arises when working with Taylor series is writing down terms past those of second degree for a general vector-valued function. By using tensor algebra however, complex problems such as these can be organized and handled. Tensor algebra is a natural solution in this case, since abstract derivatives can be translated into multilinear mappings leading naturally to universal tensor mappings.
Tensor Parameterization
Consider a nonlinear dynamical system whose states and inputs are elements of the normed real vector spaces X = Sn and U = Sm, respectively, and which is represented in the region of interest by the nonlinear ordinary differential equation i = f ( z , u ) . .
We now make use of t,he universal tensor mapping in the parameterization of (2) by noting that Dkf(ZIG) : ( X x U ) k + X is I;-linear symmetric [4] . Thus, the unique
The parameterization in (6) is not entirely useful in this form, but further simplification is possible. Consider for example the case I; = 2, where the twefold tensor product,
must be calculated. This does not appear to relate di-
In this way, the formal expansion thus becomes This is the key to the convenient and organized 'tensor parameterization' we use for model construction. In Section IV and Section V, via example, the resulting nonlinear (polynomic) structure will be evident when standard bases are used to establish coordinates. Let r = n + m + 1. We refer to V k as a disturbance sequence; however, we will allow for a broader physical interpretation as needed. It is assumed that the disturbance sequence is bounded, that is This bound is used to find a feasible paramet.er set, if any, which is consistent wit.h the experimental data. Further more, if the 'true' plant is described by (12) and (13), it is guaranteed to be in this feasible set 121.
Parameter Set Estimation
The feasible parameter set for (12) and (13) at time N is given as follows. Let Fk E 9 2 ' be the set such that all 0 E Fk are feasible parameter estimates of the plant which are consistent with the measurements at t.ime k. That is, from (12) and (13),
where Fk is the region between two parallel hyperplanes.
For the feasible parameter set F N to be consistent, it must satisfy (14) a t each time k; therefore,
The feasible parameter set a t time N is an irregular convex set. For computational efficiency and simplicity in mathematical expression, we will bound 3* using ellip soids.
Define the ellipsoid E k -1 as
where 6 k -l E Rr, 6 k -1 is the center of the ellipsoid, and In steps 5 and 6 the value p is chosen as a very small value and is used to determine when
Finally, note that if the observed data is found to be inconsistent, then either EO (as defined in step 1) did not contain the 'true' parameter or the assumptions made in (12) and (13) were invalid.
IV. PSE for the Tensor Parameterization
Consider the singleinput, singleoutput, time invariant, nonlinear dynamical system In order to estimate the nonlinear function f(x,u), we will join the ideas of tensor parameterization and parameter set estimation (particularly, the method of modified optimal volume ellipsoid (MOVE)) to create a new a l p rithm referred to here as MOVEN (where 'N' denotes the nonlinear parameterization).
Focusing on the left side of (18), suppose that the time derivative of t.he reference state trajectory is given by
,Then the time derivative of the incremental state variable may be written as
Substituting (11) into (20), we now have our system equation in terms of the incremental variable,
When implementing this on a computer, the state variable A x would be obtained by sampling the state trajectory and subtracting off the expansion point, assuming that the states or their estimates are available. Henceforth, to simplify our notation we will replace A x and Au in (21) with 2 and U respectively, keeping in mind their roles.
Recalling that &(2, 6) = f(5, S), the final tensor parameterization is written as
where for convenience we have suppressed the dependence of the L,j on the expansion point (2,ii). If enough is known of the system, the parameters contained in the matrix representations of the L,,(Z, S) may be determined analytically. Typically, f is not known exactly and the system must be set in a parameter estimation format. In this case. a truncation approximation of (22) facilitates the use of the optimal volume ellipsoid method. Recall that the Taylor series can be replaced by a finite number of terms with a remainder, and convergence to the true value of the function is guaranteed provided that a certain limit t,ends to zero as the increment does.
Assuming that this limit tends to zero, the preceding discussion motivates a matrix model 
X=L,X,+v

A. Iinplementataon and Connection with PSE
After sampling and truncation, (22) can be expressed in X , are calculated via a computer algorithm specifically written to take advantage of this ordering. Critical parameters in the formulation of (24) are model degree, sampling interval, the total experiment time, integration step size (since the derivatives are to be estimated, a reasonably small step size must be used to ensure accuracy), and most important, the choice of input. This leads us to the identification stage of the procedure. If we were to look at each sample individually, (24) would become
where k is the index representing each sample time (each column). If we assume some small error due to the truncation of (22). we can rewrite (25) as This; places the nonlinear system into the ARX model structure defined in (12). The problem of identifying the model parameters embodied in the matrix L, is now it straightforward exercise using the optimal volume ellipsoid algorithm. This is one of the primary organizational advantages of the tensor parameterization. First, an input which excites the system sufficiently would be applied to the nonlinear system and the derivative of the scalar state would be measured or estimated. The input and the state derivative would be sampled N times, forming the matrices X and X,. An appropriate truncation to the infinite expansion would be made, and the remaining p parameters identified off-line using the OVE algorithm. At this point, the user would have to determine appropriate bounds on the disturbance term vk. The final result is an ellipsoid of dimension p whose hypervolume represents the amount of uncertainty in the parameters. The center of the ellipsoid will be used as the single 'best' possible estimate for the p parameters.
B. Input-Output Model
It has been shown that an input-output model of the following form can in general represent the dynamics of a nonlinear system,
y(t) = h (~( t -7 ) --. y ( t -~~) ,~( t -~) . . -~( t -~* ) ) (27)
where y is the system output, U is the input and T denotes the time delay. However, the construction of input-output models that adequately model the behavior of nonlinear systems is more difficult and only a limited amount of work has been performed in this area. Leontaritis and Billings 17) proposed the use of Nonlinear Autoregres sive Moving Average modeling with exogenous inputs (NARMAX) for the construction of discrete time nonlinear input-output models. This scheme is a n extension of the linear ARMAX scheme and allows the approximation of the dynamics of a nonlinear system using a set of linear and nonlinear basis functions.
We will solve this problem via the use of tensor parameterization and parameter set estimation. The mathematical development follows the same steps as described in Section 2 and 3 for the nonlinear state equation in (1). The final parameterization after sampling and truncation is
where Ys(k) contains tensor derived monomials of the previous sampled outputs and inputs (such as y(k -l), y(k -l ) u ( k -3), and so on).
V. Example: Glass Furnace Process
In this section we apply the MOVEN algorithm t o a glass furnace process, known to contain significant nonlinear dynamics in the gas (heat) input to temperature output mapping. We chose this example because numerous studies have been conducted by Wertz and Yurkovich on this system, for both linear and nonlinear system identification IS]. This then allows us to draw meaningful comparisons to previous work. The focus of these studies In [9], Hadjili and others modeled the glass furnace process using the T&gi-Sugeno (TS) fuzzy system formulation, which was tuned via recursive least squares (RLS) techniques to produce a nonlinear model of the plant between the gas input and the throat temperature output.
In addition, other nonlinear techniques (neuro-fuzzy, clustering, etc.) were applied in [8] . After many trials, the best results of all these studies (including a best-effort linear system identification exercise) were achieved using model inputs of y(k -1), a(k -5), and ~( k -7). For comparison sake, we will formulate this problem as an input-output model using the same three inputs as in the fuzzy system formulation. In all plots to follow, the output of the simulated model is represented by the dashed line, whereas the actual data is represented by the solid line.
A . Comparison to Fuzzy System Formulation
Using TS fuzzy system formulation with only two membership functions per input, the total number of parame ters to be identified is 32. The result for this parameter identification is shown in Figure 1 . It is important to note that this result is for modeling and simulation on the same data. Ordinarily, one would like to model the process with one set of data, then test it with yet another. Because of the fact that we are operating with a limited amount of data, this was not possible in this study.
B. MOVEN Algorithm
To see if the MOVEN algorithm could perform better than the fuzzy identification schemes, the glass furnace ( 1 problem is formulated into the nonlinear input-output model as discussed in Section IV. In order to make a fair comparison, the same model inputs of y(k -l), u ( k -5 ) , and u(k -7) were used. Thus, the resulting nonlinear system equation is
There were 167 data points available, and because the largest time delay was seven for u(k -7), that left a total of N = 160 data points for identification.
We first performed a second degree truncation using the MOVEN algorithm, but the results were not better than the fuzzy results shown above. Thus, the model degree of third order is chosen. With one past output and two past inputs forming the monomials in Y,(lc) and a third degree model order, there will be 19 identified parameters in L,. The smallest acceptable bound on the term v(k) was 50. The initial orientation matrix P o = 100001 with the center 80 at the origin allowed the MOVEN algorithm to produce a final ellipsoid that was consistent with all assumptions and N data points.
The result for this parameter identification is shown in Figure 2 . 4 marked improvement is evident over the 'best' previous result shown in Figure 1 . However, the use of a metric estimation for error characterization offers a baseline for comparison. To this end, define the sum of square error (SSE) as 
VI. Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we developed a new method which incorporates an algorithm for parameter set estimation into nonlinear system identification. This was done via tensor parameterization of the nonlinear function into a linear in the parameter framework. We then applied the MOVEN algorithm, resulting in an ellipsoid that overbounds the feasible parameter space for the model estimate. If the assumptions for the MOVEN algorithm are met, the final ellipsoid is guaranteed to contain the true parameter. Having identified an adequate model of specific degree, there is then the problem of dealing with the potentially large number of model parameters. While not discussed in this paper, the authors have developed a D Figure 2 : MOVEN results, on data used for identification method for model order reduction for the MOVEN algorithm. This reduction scheme takes advantage of the final overbounding ellipsoid geometry, allowing the user to judicially remove parameters which are contributing little to the model's performance.
